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The False Narrative

Thirty people who received a COVID-19 vaccine on the same day at one New

Zealand clinic died shortly after vaccination.

The Facts

There is no evidence that 30 people died in New Zealand shortly after they all

received a COVID-19 vaccine on the same day at the same clinic, according to

New Zealand health authorities and health experts.

Chris James, group manager of New Zealand’s medicines and vaccines regulator

Medsafe, told NewsGuard in an October 2023 email, “No reported deaths to

Medsafe match the claim as reported.”

Christian Marchello, a vaccine safety surveillance and research manager at the Te

Whatu Ora public health agency, said in an October 2023 statement to

NewsGuard, “Publicly available data shows that four deaths in New Zealand are

possibly linked to adverse reactions following COVID-19 vaccination.”

The claim apparently originated with Liz Gunn, an anti-vaccine activist and leader

of the New Zealand Loyal Party. In an Oct. 21, 2023, video posted on her FreeNZ



channel on Rumble, Gunn said that an unnamed whistleblower, whom she

described as “a clinician/mathematician who is very experienced in statistical

analysis” had identified many deaths caused by COVID-19 vaccines. 

“Let me give you just one of many examples,” she stated. “On one day, 30 people

were jabbed on the same day at the same location. All are now deceased and

their deaths are in close temporal time proximity to each other.” Gunn provided

no data to back her claim and did not name the clinic supposedly linked to the

deaths.

“This claim from Liz Gunn is obviously absurd,” Dr. Michael Baker, an

epidemiologist at the University of Otago in Wellington, New Zealand, told

NewsGuard in an October 2023 email. “Even one unexplained death immediately

following vaccination would result in a major investigation. Multiple such deaths

occurring on the same day and at the same vaccination site, as she has claimed,

would be a health emergency triggering a vigorous response to identify and

control the cause. Such an event would have huge media coverage, particularly if

a vaccine was implicated.”

How the False Narrative Emerged

As mentioned above, the false narrative apparently originated with Gunn’s Oct.

21, 2023, video, which had been viewed 243,000 times on Rumble as of Nov. 3,

2023. The video was presented as the culmination of Gunn’s previous pledge to

reveal what she called “the mother of all revelations,” after the Oct. 14, 2023, New

Zealand general election. (Her New Zealand Loyal Party won 34,000 votes — just

1.2 percent of the total – earning no parliamentary seats.)

Where the False Narrative Spread

The narrative was advanced on multiple websites with low NewsGuard ratings,

including on sites based in New Zealand, Australia, France, the U.S., and the U.K.



For example, the U.S.-based misinformation website The People’s Voice

published an Oct. 22, 2023 article headlined “O�cial Data Shows Every Single

Patient Vaccinated at Clinic ‘Died Within Weeks.’” Referencing Gunn’s baseless

claims from her Rumble video, the article stated, “Investigators have discovered

that every single patient who received a Covid mRNA vaccine from one clinic

died suddenly shortly after the jab, within the same timeframe.”

Gunn’s video was also reposted on X (formerly Twitter), TikTok, and Russian social

media platform VK. In one X post, the anonymous account @BGatesIsaPsycho,

which has 120,000 followers, said, “This story is true from New Zealand. 30

people - all vaxxed in same clinic - all dead. A NZ Politician also just confirmed it

on TV.”
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Examples of this False Narrative

https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/o�cial-data-shows-every-single-patient-vaccin

ated-at-clinic-died-within-weeks/

0 / 100 thepeoplesvoice.tv (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Investigators have discovered that every single patient who received a Covid

mRNA vaccine from one clinic died suddenly shortly after the jab, within the same

timeframe.”

https://www.truthmed.social/covid-19-deaths-and-injuries/nz-politician-ca

lls-for-full-blown-criminal-investigation-into-covid-vaccine-deaths/

7.5 / 100 australiannationalreview.com (en_AU) VIEW ARCHIVED

“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the

same jab site and were jabbed one after the other at consecutive times on the same

day. We saw their jab date. We saw their date of death. Let me give you just one of

many examples.…

expand
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https://www.genuinechristianitynow.com/2023/10/26/new-zealand-is-a-cri

me-scene-in-one-clinic-in-one-day-30-people-were-covid-injected-and-

all-30-have-died/

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/new-zealand-is-a-crime-sc

ene-in-one

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://doncharisma.org/2023/10/22/breaking-open-the-seals-on-covid-va

ccine-deaths-information-a-lawyer-turned-politicians-promise/

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Liz Gunn – “Ten’s of thousands of deaths linked to Covid vaccines” :”

https://www.australiannationalreview.com/covid-19-deaths-and-injuries/nz

-politician-calls-for-full-blown-criminal-investigation-into-covid-vaccine-

deaths/

7.5 / 100 australiannationalreview.com (en_AU) VIEW ARCHIVED

“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the

same jab site and were jabbed one after the other at consecutive times on the same

day. We saw their jab date. We saw their date of death. Let me give you just one of

many examples.…

expand
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https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/new-zealand-whistleblower-reveals-clu

sters-of-death-at-vax-sites/

12.5 / 100 thelibertybeacon.com (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“30 people dying after being jabbed in just one clinic within a narrow timeframe is

obviously headline-grabbing, but Gunn’s 8-minute statement reveals that evidence

exists strongly suggesting that ‘tens of thousands’ of other deaths can be linked to

the vaccines, too, as well as the existence of other such ‘clusters of death’. ”

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-10-27/slaughter-new-zealand

15 / 100 zerohedge.com (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Within the last few days Liz Gunn, head of NZ Loyal, one of the few political parties

willing to speak out revealed leaked documents indicating that tens of thousands of

the population have died from the experimental gene therapy.  If you appreciate

that the population of New Zealand is just 5 million it gives some idea of the scale …

expand

https://www.hopegirlblog.com/2023/10/23/new-zealand-is-a-crime-scene-

in-one-clinic-in-one-day-30-people-were-covid-injected-and-all-30-hav

e-died/

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://nzloyal.org.nz/pages/videos

VIEW ARCHIVED

“New Zealand Loyal - Liz Gunn - M.O.A.R - Nov 21st”

https://www.ourgreaterdestiny.ca/p/new-zealand-crime-scene-moar-moth

er
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VIEW ARCHIVED

“On one day, 30 people were jabbed on the same day at the same location. All are

now deceased, and their deaths are in close temporal time proximity to each other.

That's 30. That's all players in a rugby match on the field suddenly dead. You see,

statistically, the numbers of deaths we saw cannot be attributed to natural causes, …

expand

https://patriots.win/p/17rSsgvF9r/1-clinic-1-day--30-vaxxed-30-dea/c/

patriots.win (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“ 1 Clinic, 1 Day = 30 Vaxxed, 30 Dead -- NEW ZEALAND IS A VAXX CRIME SCENE”

https://twitter.com/TexasLindsay_/status/1715772800869245308

VIEW ARCHIVED

“BREAKING: Member of Parliament in New Zealand �  is calling for a Criminal

Investigation regarding the unprecedented rise in Excess Mortality. Highly

recommend listening to her entire message.”

https://dailytelegraph.co.nz/news/liz-gunn-nz-is-a-crime-scene-whistleblo

wer-info-leads-to-call-for-criminal-investigation-into-covid-jab/

15 / 100 dailytelegraph.co.nz (en_NZ) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Gunn gave an example of 30 people who were jabbed on the same day at the same

location, all of whom were now deceased. ‘And their deaths are in close temporal

(time) proximity to each other.’

…

expand

https://davidicke.com/2023/10/23/new-zealand-is-a-crime-scene-in-one-cl

inic-in-one-day-30-people-were-covid-injected-and-all-30-have-died/
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0 / 100 davidicke.com (en_GB) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Before the recently held elections, Gunn was contacted by a whistle-blower and

given documentation showing that tens of thousands of New Zealanders’ deaths are

linked to the injections. “This is just one of the sites recording this type of

information in New Zealand,” she said. “We don’t know how many further database…

expand

https://nzdsos.com/2023/10/23/nzdsos-response-liz-gunn/

25 / 100 nzdsos.com (en_NZ)

“We have seen Liz Gunn’s recent video discussing information shared with her by a

whistleblower. 

We have not seen the information Liz Gunn discusses though we are not surprised …

expand

https://henrymakow.com/2023/10/oct-26---we-are-gadarene-swine.html

VIEW ARCHIVED

“The figures show that there are tens of thousands of deaths linked to the [COVID]

jabs, and this is just one of the sites recording this type of information in New

Zealand. On one day, 30 people were jabbed on the same day at the same location.

All are now deceased, and their deaths are in close temporal time proximity to eac…

expand

https://uncensored.co.nz/2023/10/23/liz-gunn-call-for-criminal-investigati

on-30-dead-following-jab-at-same-clinic/

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Liz Gunn: Call for criminal investigation, 30 dead following jab at same clinic.”

https://informedchoice.substack.com/p/the-mother-of-all-revelations-moa

r
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VIEW ARCHIVED

“A whistleblower has come forward and given Liz Gunn of the NZ Loyal Party (NZL)

documentation showing that tens of thousands of New Zealanders have died within

a short time of vaccination. Remember, NZ has just over 5 million people so tens of

thousands of deaths are significant in anyone’s book.”

https://expose-news.com/2023/10/22/new-zealand-is-a-crime-scene/

7.5 / 100 expose-news.com (en_GB) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://truthwatchnz.is/covid-19-experimental-injection-nz/ocumentation-

from-a-whistleblower-shows-that-tens-of-thousands-of-new-zealanders-

deaths-are-linked-to-the-injections

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://t.me/zeeemedia/13169

VIEW ARCHIVED

“HUGE investigation presented by Liz Gunn in NZ regarding evidence proving

deaths as a result of the poison shots.

I aim to speak with her next week about this:”

https://www.tiktok.com/@nateturner999/video/7292382085103242528

VIEW ARCHIVED

https://www.bitchute.com/video/NskjrDRgC00R/
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bitchute.com (en_GB) VIEW ARCHIVED

““On one day, 30 people were jabbed on the same day, at the same location. All are

now deceased. And their deaths are in close temporal, time, proximity to each

other,” she said.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OgFqEYTiwU

youtube.com (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Liz Gunn published a video explaining how one clinic in New Zealand where 30

people received a covid injection and all 30 of them have died.

Still think the vaccines are 'safe and e�ective?' This was nothing short of a mass-

genocide and Crime Against Humanity! ”

https://defendproclaimthefaith.org/blog/cutting-edge-health-information-

january-13-2023-2/

VIEW ARCHIVED

“From article:”At present men and women are being slaughtered. Within the last few

days Liz Gunn, head of NZ Loyal, one of the few political parties willing to speak out

revealed leaked documents indicating that tens of thousands of the population

have died from the experimental gene therapy.  If you appreciate that the …

expand

https://twitter.com/Censored4sure/status/1716145212592976356

VIEW ARCHIVED

“Investigators have discovered that every single patient who received a Covid

mRNA vaccine from one clinic died suddenly shortly after the jab, within the same

timeframe.

”

https://www.theburningplatform.com/2023/10/27/slaughter-in-new-zealan

d/comment-page-1/
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0 / 100 theburningplatform.com (en_US) VIEW ARCHIVED

“Within the last few days Liz Gunn, head of NZ Loyal, one of the few political parties

willing to speak out revealed leaked documents indicating that tens of thousands of

the population have died from the experimental gene therapy.  If you appreciate

that the population of New Zealand is just 5 million it gives some idea of the scale …

expand

https://brutalproof.net/2023/10/30-injected-with-covid-vaxx-in-one-day-t

hey-all-died-proof-of-intent-to-harm/
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“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”
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f-30-people-vaccinated-in-one-clinic-are-now-dead/
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“A mathematician whistleblower provided Liz Gunn, a former TV presenter, with

documents showing that tens of thousands of people have died after they received

COVID vaccines, according to a website that tracks deaths. She said that there are

clusters of deaths and in people who were jabbed at the same clinic on the same …
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“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the
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“Investigators have discovered that every single patient who received a Covid
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“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”
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“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”

https://principia-scientific.com/nz-politician-calls-for-criminal-investigati

on-into-covid-vaccine-deaths/
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“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the

same jab site and were jabbed one after the other at consecutive times on the same

day. We saw their jab date. We saw their date of death. Let me give you just one of

many examples.…
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“Chart of pre-meditated murder by the government of New Zealand where a

whistle-blower has revealed that 30 people injected in a single clinic on the same

day, all died in close temporal proximity”

https://vk.com/wall628205900_31685
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“NZ Politician Calls for Full-Blown Criminal Investigation into COVID Vaccine Deaths

“The government knew every side e�ect before one single jab was given in New

Zealand.”…

https://awkwardgit.substack.com/p/from-new-zealand-on-the-jab-deaths
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“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”
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VIEW ARCHIVED

“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the

same jab site and were jabbed one after the other at consecutive times on the same

day. We saw their jab date. We saw their date of death. Let me give you just one of
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"NEW ZEALAND IS NOW A CRIME SCENE"

Liz Gunn: The Mother Of All Revelations (Tens Of Thousands Of NZ Deaths Are

Linked To COVID-19 Jabs)”
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VIEW ARCHIVED

“A mathematician whistleblower provided Liz Gunn, a former TV presenter, with

documents showing that tens of thousands of people have died after they received

COVID vaccines, according to a website that tracks deaths. She said that there are

clusters of deaths and in people who were jabbed at the same clinic on the same …
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VIEW ARCHIVED

“"On one day, 30 people were jabbed on the same day, at the same location. All are

now deceased. And their deaths are in close temporal, time, proximity to each

other," she said.”

https://odysee.com/@ProgressiveTruthSeekers:3/New-Zealand-is-a-Crime-

Scene:d
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“Former TV presenter Liz Gunn published a video update yesterday describing an

instance of one clinic in New Zealand where 30 people received a covid injection

and all 30 of them have died, within the same time frame.”
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“This story is true from New Zealand. 

30 people - all vaxxed in same clinic - all dead.

…
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“We saw in the data that there are many clusters of deaths. People who attended the

same jab site were jabbed one after the other at consecutive times on the same day.

We saw their jab date. We saw their date of death.

…
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https://www.medsafe.govt.nz/COVID-19/safety-report-46.asp

https://leadstories.com/hoax-alert/2023/10/fact-check-no-evidence-30-new-ze

alanders-got-covid19-vaccine-at-clinic-then-died.html
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